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Activism Digitally and on 
the Ground: Two Cases
from Turku, Finland



• Turku ilman natseja (Turku without nazis) - 20.8.

• Turku Pride 2022 - 27.8.

• Alice Mattoni: participation infrastructure of protests

• Terry Gunnell: performativity of protests (audiences)

Topics



Background: 
Turku ilman 
natseja

• First time organized 2018

• Counter protest against the far 
right movements 188 
Kukkavirta (188 Flower 
Stream)

• Demonstration (march), park 
event, afterparty

• Website, Facebook, Instagram



Background: 
Turku Pride

• First time organized 2011, continued 
2014

• Thousands of participants, organized in 
blocs (political parties, student 
organizations, ngo:s etc.). Including the 
mayor and deputy mayors of the city of 
Turku

• Demonstration (march), park event, 
after parties, events along the Pride 
Week

• Website, Facebook, Instagram



• The domestic infrastructure that sustains the daily life at the protest 
camp and includes the running of common services, including food 
provision and medical support;

• the action infrastructure that allows the protest camp to function as a 
hub from which other forms of protest might develop;

• the communication infrastructure that refers to the protest camp as a 
form of representation in which and from which the activists 
communicate with potential supporters, bystanders and opponents;

• the governance infrastructure that sustains the decision-making 
process occurring within the protest camp and affecting the mobilization 
of which it is part.

Frenzel et al (2014): four infrastructures of a 
protest camp



• “all the processes, spaces and technologies that people 
might employ to take part in protest activities” (Mattoni 2019, 
20)

• “Furthermore, low-tech media were also used at the protest 
camp to engage in conversation with potential supporters, 
such as the ‘debt wall’, a placard in the middle of the 
campsite on which anyone could declare her loan” (Mattoni
2019, 21-22)

Mattoni: participation infrastructure



Promoting the 
protests

• FB events, shareable content, posters

• Turku ilman natseja 
https://fb.me/e/2MHQ84PkI

https://fb.me/e/2MHQ84PkI


Promoting the protests
Turku Pride  https://fb.me/e/1vS1hvdZL

https://fb.me/e/1vS1hvdZL






• “[...] techniques which showed a strong awareness of the fact 
that the media, and thereby the rest of the world was 
watching;” (Gunnell 2019, 223)

• “Alongside awareness of the various spaces and the 
costumes involved in them, it is naturally also worth 
considering the various kinds of communication that were 
taking place within these spaces, all of which commonly 
interacted in various ways to create different kinds of 
experiences for all of the actors involved,” (Gunnell 2019, 
225)

• Audio (drums, chants), visual (placards, clothing)

Gunnell: performativity of protests
(audience)



Dimitri Ollikainen: Turku ilman natseja 
2022 https://youtu.be/7SqGq4xvTEg

https://youtu.be/7SqGq4xvTEg






IG/ @turkukaupunki



”Christmas without nazis” (turkuilmannatseja.fi)



• “participation in contemporary social movements 
simultaneously occurs in different geographical settings, 
configuring a spatially hybrid participation infrastructure that 
poses important challenges to activists.” (Mattoni 2019, 19)

• Would benefit from a more detailed analysis of the personal 
engagement with the different media platforms

To conclude
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